A question for your Architect or Contractor:
- Do you have experience with designing homes that work well with solar-electric systems, or do we have a local solar
professional available to help review the design at the conceptual stage to make sure it will work as intended?

Sweating The Details

- Consider pre-wiring the house for solar during construction, even if you aren’t going to install the system
immediately. It is much easier to install conduit before the walls are closed up with drywall!

- If you are thinking about installing an electrical backup system for power failures, have your electrician separate out
your circuits into those that you need during an outage (the “critical loads”), and the rest. Then install the “critical
loads” onto a separate breaker panel fed from the “main” panel, but which can also be powered by a generator or
battery-backed-up solar electric system when necessary. Splitting your loads in this manner is easy to do during
construction, but a pain later. [Critical loads usually include a well pump (if necessary), refrigeration, electric power
for a gas furnace (if necessary), and a couple of strategically chosen light fixtures and wall outlets - only the things that
are absolutely necessary to get through an outage]
- If you are planning on using a metal roof for your new home, consider installing one whose construction
incorporates a “vertical standing seam”. This can allow you to mount a solar-electric system on the roof by simply
clamping to the vertical seams - no roof penetrations required!
- If you are using composition shingles instead, and will be adding the system soon, consider having the array
mounting system installed when the roof is installed. This allows maximum flexibility when choosing which
attachment system to use.

- And while we are discussing roofs, please note that steep roofs take longer and cost more to install solar on. Steep
metal roofing can be especially difficult to safely traverse - avoid slopes over 5/12! Installing permanent safety
anchors on any steep roof is strongly recommended to help make future array installation (or any roof activity), easier.
- Space: the final frontier in your new home! When it comes to a solar-electric system you need to make sure that
you also provide space for the required non-roof equipment. Generally this includes one or more “solar inverters” and
associated monitoring equipment, but depending on your system it could also include a fossil-fueled generator and/
or a battery bank. [Location notes: Solar Inverters can often be mounted on either an interior or exterior wall, but if
you mount them outside keep them out of direct sunlight - the cooler they run, the longer they last. Generators are
normally mounted outside, while batteries prefer to be indoors where they can be insulated from large temperature
swings. Also keep in mind that wherever you install batteries needs to be readily accessible - they tend to be large and
heavy!]

Questions to ask your Architect or Contractor:

- Is our chosen solar-electric sub-contractor certified by a locally or nationally recognized organization to ensure they
are familiar with designing safe and effective systems? [Some State and Utility “incentive programs” also require this]

- Have we had the solar-electric contractor review the house plans and provide feedback on the design and installation
details? [Doing this as early as possible in the design process can save lots of time and money down the road and result
in a better performing system]

To Learn More
http://energy.gov/energysaver/energy-efficient-home-design
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainable_architecture
http://www.homepower.com/home-efficiency/design-construction
http://www.greenbuildingadvisor.com/

